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Actors in the Politics of Fur:

The Iroquois League and Louis de Baude,

Comte de Frontenac, 1672-1682

Alisa Vladimira Petrovich

/N FRANCE, Jean-Baptiste Colbert (1619-1683), minister of the marine

to Louis XIV, puzzled over the communications sent from his colonial

officials in New France concerning their contacts with Native Ameri-

cans. French activity in Canada was not new, nor was the minister ignorant of

its history. The French penetrated Canada in 1534, when Jacques Cartier made

his first voyage, and in 1541-1542, the Cartier- Roberval expedition wintered at

Quebec while on a quest for gold and diamonds.' When the French reahzed

they would find neither, they settled for fur-trading posts. In 1608, Samuel de

Champlain came to New France to establish a trading post at Quebec, and in

the years to come Champlain founded important poUcies that helped shape the

colony throughout most of the century.^ Marc Lescarbot, a Parisian lawyer,

noted that Canada was a paradise for the poor and the peasant who had the

patience to build a model agrarian colony.^ By 1610, the French colonization of

Canada was an earnest endeavor.

A significant factor was the enmity between the Iroquois Confederacy and

the French. The earliest recorded contact between the Iroquois and French oc-

curred in 1534, when Cartier, having been welcomed by an Iroquois fishing

party, kidnapped two sons of the party's leader. He later returned and abducted

the leader, Donnacona, as well as nine other men, to report to King Fran9ois I

first hand about a supposed rich kingdom near the Great Lakes. In 1609,

Champlain earned the hatred of the League when his party defeated the Mohawk

on the banks of today's Lake Champlain. A year later, he and his Huron allies

killed 100 Mohawks with guns. Continuing tension between the Huron and

Iroquois, the fiir trade, and alterations in demography and traditional lifestyles

caused by disease and missionaries increased native hostility toward the French.
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To the French side the Iroquois League committed unspeakable acts when

they martyred Jesuit missionaries/ For example, in 1646 the Mohawk killed

Father Issac Jogues, whom they probably perceived as a destructive force. Simi-

larly, Fathers Jacques Buteux, Gabriel Lalemant, and Jean de Brebeuf met their

deaths at the hands of the Iroquois.' These episodes turned French opinion

against the Five Nations. For example, in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris,

there is a map entitled "Novae Franciac Accurata Dehneatio 1657," attributed

to Jesuit Fran9ois-Joseph Bressani, which has two large illustration of the mar-

tyrdom of Jesuits in the lower right hand corner.' Perhaps in the mid-seven-

teenth century no map of New France could be complete without making a

reference to the violent deaths of the missionaries.

Likewise, the so-called Beaver Wars of the 1640s and 1650s cemented hos-

tilities between the League members and the French. In the 1640s, the French

and their indigenous allies, the Hurons, formed a fur trading unit hostile to the

Iroquois League, so the members of the Five Nations did not hesitate to go on

raids and create a general state ofemergency in New France. By 1660, the Iroquois

dispersed the Huron, Petuns, Nipissings, Fries, and Neutrals from the region

that is now southwest Ontario. Although they were in a position to attack New
France and her western native allies, subsequent warfare was not particularly

effective, even through the League was determined to retain their hunting

grounds around Lake Ontario and the course of the Saint Lawrence River.^ In

1663,

Louis XIV assumed personal control of Canada from the Company ofNew

France and put the colony on serious military footing.The new French strength

and rampant disease caused the weakened Onondaga, Oneida, Cayuga, and

Seneca leaders to sue for peace in 1665. While only the Mohawk remained

belligerent, they saw the need for peace wath the French after de Tracy's 1666

destruction of their villages and English assistance from Albany was not forth-

coming. Suffering economically, bereft of European allies, and isolated from

Five Nations members who made peace earhcr, in 1667 Mohawk representa-

tives surrendered to Governor de Courcelle at Quebec.^

By Colbert's tenure, the French in New France had a full set ofgovernment

officials, including a governor, an intendant, a sovereign council, a bishop, and

numerous others.' Both the governor and intendant were under instructions to

correspond frequendy with Colbert and the king, and they were to write de-

tailed letters about all Canadian affairs, including their impressions and sugges-

tions. Colbert also communicated with the government officials frequendy. In

some of these missives, Colbert expressed his opinion that the Iroquois were
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the "irreconcilable enemies of the colony" and their "inhumanities" towards the

colonists made the growth of New France impossible without a force of arms

for protection.'" In 1665, Alexandre Prouville de Tracy led what he thought was

a successful campaign against the Iroquois, and then returned to France." Sub-

sequently, cultural exchange would occur at gunpoint, or, preferably at the hands

of missionary groups.'^ The French hoped that the Iroquois League would co-

operate gracefuUy, but the natives had different ideas.

Colbert was confused, however, by some of the letters, especially those ofthe

governor ofNew France, Louis de Baudc, Comte de Frontenac.'^ The wayward

governor dabbled in the fiir trade and squabbled excessively with his subordi-

nates, but his letters chronicled cultural contact through the medium of the fur

trade. His reports increasingly described the Iroquois as savvy business people

and the League as a sovereign group that made its own decisions about trade

and friendship. There exists no documentary evidence that the king or Colbert

questioned his facts, but they did not like his insistence on cultivating the Iroquois

as consumers and trading partners even though other colonial officials agreed.''*

The interactions between this European nobleman and the members of the

Iroquois League give a provocative perspective on European and Native Ameri-

can relations, especially relating to the fur trade.

Count Frontenac did not Uke the Iroquois, but his descriptions of their be-

havior indicated that he placed them within a spectrum of conduct very intelli-

gible to Europeans. Before 1680 the governor described the Iroquois as intelli-

gent potential allies; after this date, they appear as ominous enemies who had to

be respected for their power and entrepreneurial skills. Gradually the governor

realized that he was dealing wdth intelligent, cautious entrepreneurs, skillful at

diplomacy, artful at trading, motivated by their interests, and the puppets of no

European state. No doubt reluctantly, Frontenac assessed the Iroquois League

as important in his world ofNew France.

How much faith can one place in Frontenac *s perceptions of the Iroquois

League, and in turn, how much do these perceptions reflect back upon him? To

answer the first question, this paper considers an article by Bruce Trigger, who

discusses the question of how possible it was for Europeans to describe the

"Other."'^ He claims that the indigenous populations acted in rational, very

intelligible ways, no differendy than other peoples. Therefore, European infor-

mants could and did give a relatively accurate picture of Native American and

European interaction, if, as suggested in an article by Peter Wogan, one care-

fiilly separates European preconditioned sentiments from accurate observations.'*

Such is the case with Louis de Baude, Comte de Frontenac, who served his first
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term as governor of New France between the years 1672 and 1682.'^

Indeed, the paucity of sources concerning the position and activity of indig-

enous populations in the northeastern areas of the Americas make the use of

old material for new insights particularly important. Authors such as Trigger,

Anthony Wallace, and Daniel K. Richter stress the interactive position of Eu-

ropeans and the Five Nations in the politics and fur trade of France and En-

gland. They employ, often creatively, such sources as archaeology, linguistics,

and the writings of religious orders, but they tend to ignore the possibility of

using French colonial official correspondence to bolster their arguments.'* Be-

cause of his position as a governor, the leader of the military, and a fur trader,

Frontenac closely associated himself with indigenous populations. His some-

times negative comments may initially rebuff scholars interested in the con-

tours of Iroquoian activities in the late seventeenth century. As will be demon-

strated by this paper, however, a careful and judicious reading of the letters can

allow one to evaluate some of his insights.

The count s acrid eye examined colonists, Amerindians, and renegade trap-

pers and his pen carefully recorded his impressions, important because of his

Francocentric views and the traditional New France hostility to the Iroquois.

Frontenac compared Amerindians to the French of his homeland, considered

his culture superior, and that his Roman Catholic religion was the one true

creed. The count gave credit to the indigenous population where he thought it

was due, but some of his comparisons had definite roots in his French back-

ground. For example, when Frontenac met with spokesmen for the Five Na-

tions, he called them "the captains of the Five Nations."" In the count's realm

of experience, only high-ranking personnel conducted diplomacy or discussed

political and military matters with representatives of other nations. In fact, he

insisted upon this formality when he had the colonists of New France swear

their oath ofallegiance to the French king.^" He stated that he assembled "three

or four gentlemen," some officers, and the most socially important colonists to

take the oath separate from the clergy, upper level judiciary, and common set-

tlers.^' It was the gentlemen of the first group who expressed their pleasure at

the contents ofthe oath, which gratified Frontenac." It was not surprising there-

fore that the count considered that the men speaking for the Iroquois League

had military or social superiority— thus his use of the tide "captains."

Apart from Frontenac's superimposition ofFrench hierarchical practices upon

the Five Nations, the count was certain that the French culture and religion

were far superior to any form of indigenous culture or belief Following both his

orders and his inclination, and he made it his business to learn some of the
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indigenous customs in order to better "frenchify" the Amerindians within his

realm.-^^ He stated that he wished the Jesuits to understand:

that I believed that in their missions they exercised rendering the Savages subjects of

Jesus Christ, [and] subjects of the King. . .(to) inspire in them the envy of understand-

ing our language. . . .to attempt to render them more sedentary, and of their leaving a

life so opposed to the spirit of Christianity. .

.

."

Like his king, Frontenac was certain the clergy did good work.^^ Similar to

Louis XIV, however, the count did not always trust the Holy Orders, especially

the Jesuits, and he was not certain that either the colonists or the indigenous

populations received the best of care and ministering from them.^^ In fact, he

noted that half a league from Quebec, at Notre Dame de Foy, there were no

Amerindians who could speak French, despite the concentrated presence of the

Jesuits. He later linked this lack to the missionaries' conflicting interest in trade.^^

To Frontenac, teaching Amerindians the French language, religion, and cul-

ture was important. However, he did appreciate that the indigenous population

might resist these attempts at conversion. For example, he wrote that the Iroquois:

"do not wish to learn [French]."^* Typically, the count lumped the five separate

nations of the Iroquois League under a generic name.^' He failed to note that

Iroquois villages were autonomous units, whose leaders struggled for alliances,

competed with each other, and often worked at cross purposes. They were not

by any means two unified groups of natives. However, despite his ignorance

about tribal autonomy and mechanics, Frontenac did not put the blame wholly

on the Amerindians who did not choose to learn French ways. In a curious

letter to Louis XIV in 1679, Frontenac admitted that interaction with the French

"polluted" the indigenous population and was "an obstacle to the instruction

that [missionaries] give [the natives]. "^° The French offered a bad example and

encouraged Amerindians to emulate colonists' vices such as inebriation and in-

dolence. Like many of the count's observations, this letter tended not to de-

mean the natives but indicated alternative explanations for events. Yet the count

also tended to judge the world by how well it fit into his preconceived, pre-

Enlightenment notions of reasonable behavior.

Thus Frontenac's vision was not always obscured.^' Save for believing France

and Catholicism were the pinnacles of civilization, he was able to view the

Iroquois League as consisting of humans who behaved understandably. As a

result, his writings are an important source for understanding the French colo-

nial experience and Amerindian responses.
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The very profitable commerce in beaver and other furs heavily influenced in

France's politics in North America. Beginning in 1600, Europeans began to

manufacture broad brimmed hats using the soft underbelly fiir of the beaver,

and as these hats became fashionable, the demand for pelts increased.-'^ Russia

was the traditional European source for beaver, and during the early decades of

the seventeenth century the pelts were costly.'' Thus the French government

decided to obtain fiirs direcdy from French holdings. ''' The king and his minis-

ters instituted trade monopoUes and alliances with various indigenous groups.

The Iroquois League rapidly became involved in the European beaver trade.

From 1620, the Dutch and Iroquois enjoyed a reciprocal trading alliance. The

colonists gained lucrative pelts while the indigenous population got European

goods, including guns, ammunition, and alcohol. The system broke down in the

1650s, when the Dutch colony experienced major economic and demographic

setbacks. Cheating or stealing from natives became common. In 1664, the En-

glish conquered New Amsterdam, renamed the area New York, and began tenu-

ous trading contacts with the natives. The Five Nations needed guns, some-

thing the English and French hesitated to trade because they were used to fight

wars against Europeans as well as opposing native groups. French informants

like de CourceUe and Talon noted that when the Iroquois exhausted the beaver

supply south ofLake Ontario they moved into former Huron territory.'' When
the English conclusively gained rights to New York from the Dutch in 1674, a

trade system developed between the Iroquois League, the Dutch at Albany, and

the English at Manhattan. No longer did the antiFrench Iroquois need to court

Catholic Iroquois francophiles or governors like Frontenac to obtain weapons,

alcohol, or other European goods.'*

Count Frontenac became not only an important observer but also partici-

pant in the pelt business. Born in 1622, Frontenac was a godson of Louis XIII,

and his mother belonged to the influential Pontchartrain family. He entered

the army as a teenager and fought in several campaigns during the Thirty Years

War and for Venice. Like many other nobles of his era, the count lived luxuri-

ously and amassed large debts. He married Anne de la Grange, whose wealthy

father disinherited her to protest the marriage. In 1672, just as creditors were

ready to seize Frontenac's belongings, they learned to their chagrin that he was

appointed governor of New France, because with the commission he obtained

an order from the council of state saying he could repay his debts at the king's

pleasure. With a mind to recovering his fortune, Count Frontenac sailed to

New France.'''

Colbert's orders for the new governor reflected the minister's strategy. Colbert
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wanted two things: to restrict the fur trade and to control westward expansion.

His idea was to promote a stable, agrarian culture and large families in New
France. Although the fur trade was New France's major revenue source, the

minister regarded it as a force that if uncontrolled could undermine the com-

pact colony he envisioned as the ideal. A booming fur trade would necessitate

western garrisons, which Colbert righdy envisioned as sparsely populated, weak,

and prone to attack.^^

Frontenac immediately realized the wealth that could be made in the fiir

trade. A seasoned soldier wdth a pressing need for money, the governor ignored

Colbert's order not to involve himselfwith the fiir trade and swiftly went about

making his contacts, both French and Amerindian. The mission Indians near

Montreal undoubtedly helped the count, as did experienced Europeans trading

partners. Using his office and his prestige, Frontenac attached himself to im-

portant New France entrepreneurs including Talon, Sieur Bairze, and Sieur le

Bere, as well the ambitious adventurer, Robert Cavelier, Sieur de la Salle.-"

Before Frontenac arrived in Canada, Colbert had refused permission for

Intendant Talon to build a garrisoned fort on Lake Ontario to guard the area

from Iroquois or English attacks."^ Undaunted, the count improved upon Talon's

idea and established not a garrison but a fur trading post on the Kataracoui

River at eastern Lake Ontario (1673). When the governor finally reported to

Colbert the existence of Fort Frontenac almost a year later, the minister pre-

dictably expressed displeasure.*' However, Frontenac claimed that the fort and

a soon-to-be-built boat would secure the lake for the French, while adding that

its placement was strategic to tap incoming trade.
"^

Evidently, Frontenac and other French colonial officials were not excessively

concerned about Colbert's instructions when they interfered with personal eco-

nomic interests.''^One should not assume that either the indigenous population

or the French settlers who called themselves habitants realized the governor

broke the law; such information was only shared by the highest level ofgovern-

ment officials and was not a public concern. Thus, one cannot rightly analyze

Iroquoian reluctance to trade with Frontenac as a reaction to the count's mis-

deeds. To further his ambitions Frontenac went into partnership with la Salle,

whose land grant they used to promote their western fur adventures and to

form a monopoly.'" In 1676 the count neglected to inform Colbert that he had

built a new fort at Niagara, in order to block the western Algonquian access to

Albany and to monopoUze the fur trade."' With Albany as a trade entrepot,

natives enjoyed excellent prices for their furs and inexpensive European goods,

while the English and Dutch obtained pelts that they sold in Europe at a large
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profit. It was into this trade Frontenac hoped to intrude, yet the governor was

only beginning his fiir trading enterprise. With Frontenac's backing, la Salle

circumvented Colbert's nonexpansion policies and gained permission from the

king on 12 May 1678 to explore the Mississippi Valley and set up forts as

needed.''* The same year, a trading post opened on the Saint Joseph River. In

1680, Frontenac and his partners built Fort Cr^vecoeur on the Illinois, then

Fort Prudhomme (1682) on the Mississippi below the Ohio River, and Fort

Saint Louis (1684) at present-day Port la Vaca, Texas."^

Soon after his arrival in New France, Frontenac realized the importance of

the Iroquois. He used two methods to handle the Five Nations: alliances with

the Iroquois, as well as efforts to limit their ability to trade freely. To curtail the

Five Nations middlemen, the governor built Fort Frontenac.''* The presence of

the fort irritated the League, which saw French fort building as expansion into

their hunting grounds and thus a threat but they were not in a position to de-

stroy it."" Frontenac also tried to obtain an alliance with the Iroquois League

prior to 1680, when the Five Nations needed access to European weapons and

goods and before the estabUshment of the Albany-Manhattan-Iroquois trade

relationship. Apparendy he thought that the Five Nations had some interest in

becoming trading partners with the previously reviled French if the terms were

good. Although he never direcdy reported any personal arrangements he might

have had with the League, the count did reveal his opinion about their role in

politics and the fur trade.

The count wanted to bolster his sagging fortunes from the fur trade, and he

was not about to let the king or Colbert interfere with his fiir trade scheme. For

example, Louis XIV directed the governor to issue permits to trade in order to

keep tabs on the number of traders and to discourage the oudawed western

trappers known as coureurs de bo'n. The king did not envision that Frontenac

would fiirther his pocketbook by issuing trading licenses to his clients.^" Colbert

ordered an end to this practice on 30 May 1675.^' Frontenac got around this

ordinance by issuing not trading but hunting licenses, until the king commanded

him to cease in 1676." The enterprising Canadian governor improved his

troubled finances at the expense of Colbert s policy. Such dealings caught the

attention of many officials and colonists, especially of Intendant Jacques

DuChesneau. An intendant was an official, of equal stature wath the governor,

whose responsibihties were all colonial judicial and financial matters. Old mili-

tary men like Frontenac often had a problem keeping to their own affairs, namely

the military, and often intruded into their intendants* domain. DuChesneau

resented Frontenac's encroachments and thus began a bitter battle over juris-
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diction, the fiir trade, and personal matters. They fought over liquor trade to the

natives, about the fur commerce, on questions of rank, over the law, with the

sovereign council, and even on where they sat in church. In general, DuChesneau

and Frontenac rarely agreed on anything. Tired of the incessant bickering and

the concurring turbulent state of New France, Colbert and the king recalled

DuChesneau and Frontenac in 1682."

Colbert did not shy away from privately admonishing Frontenac for his mis-

conduct. A stream of letters from Colbert to the count censured the governor

for misusing his authority and disobeying the ministers policy against western

expansion.^'* On 4 December 1679, the minister wrote a revealing dispatch to

Frontenac. According to Colbert, Louis XIV hoped:

that you can change the conduct that you have given up to the present, because [the

King] sees clearly that you are not capable of adopting the spirit of concord and of

tolerance necessary for impeding all the dissensions which arise and which are always

the main cause of defeat and ruin in the new colonies."

Following up DuChesneau's allegation that Frontenac dealt wdth coureurs de

Ifois, Colbert accused the governor of protecting the outlawed coureurs and in-

digenous traders." Frontenac 's answer was to put an accusing light on other

people, like DuChesneau and his secretary, Denis Riverin." Frontenac received

a harsh letter from Louis XIV, charging him with self-promotion and poor

service.'* To the king's indictments the governor replied: "Your Majesty will

clearly understand that I never suffered more than when I was represented as

violent and as a man who would trouble the Officers ofJustice in the perfor-

mance of their duties."^' Frontenac refused to be held accountable for his illicit

colonial dealings, and not surprisingly, the king and Colbert had their fill of the

count.'" His actions, his behavior, and his schemes demonstrate amply that France

did not have an overseas empire but rather a nascent colony whose leaders often

did as they pleased. Frontenac s recall came on 9 May 1682.^'

Despite his illegal and imperious activities, Frontenac was a keen observer of

the Iroquois League. His evolving views of the League should be understood

within the contemporaneous political situation. His early letters from 1672 to

1679 were written at a time of increasing tensions between the French, English,

and Iroquois in North America. The Dutch War (1672-1679) caused French

and English colonial authorities to ally against the Dutch until 1675, but be-

tween them peace in 1679 did not reduce the strain over land and trade.

Frontenac 's partner la Salle had voyaged into Illinois country and opened trad-
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ing posts, while England made the most of its seizure of the lucrative trading

area ofNew York to cultivate a friendship with the Iroquois intending to thwart

French expansion. Frontenac responded by courting the indigenous traders and

consumers and joining in the struggle for Amerindian allies and fiir trading

routes. From 1680, tensions in North America escalated. In September 1680,

angered by la Salle's voyages and French-Illinois trade, six to seven hundred

English-supplied Iroquois attacked the Illinois and Miamis, the prelude to a

deadly war.*^ It was within this context that Frontenac wrote his comments.

The count's first recorded observations concerning the Iroquois League were

written soon after his arrival in New France, before tensions had escalated and

when the Five Nations considered replacing their former Dutch trading part-

ners with the French. Frontenac's need for money caused him to see the Iroquois

League as potential partners who needed to be cultivated. He hoped to offer

them terms of trade beneficial to the French and, of course, himself, but he did

not consider them unintelligible nor without business sense. In 1672 his opin-

ion mixed as he tended to see the natives as both primitive and modern.

Frontenac's 1672 memoir to Colbert proves instructive." The lengthy letter

consisted of an explanation about the need to protect New France's widening

boarders, hinted at the desirability of building a fort on Lake Ontario, and

made observations about the Iroquois. In the first portion of the letter, Frontenac

established the Iroquois League as important actors in the fur trade. He stated

that they were "threatening to buUd forts and to repair [the trading activity]

towards Manatte and Orange [Manhattan and Albany]," a perceptive observa-

tion that proved prophetic.'" The Five Nations did hope that their old Dutch

trading partners and the new English intruders could help them obtain needed

European goods and guns at a fair price, yet even at this early date, the natives

were also willing to listen to French offers.*' Here Frontenac understood the

savvy Iroquois League as ready to threaten if their economic terms were not

met, a strategy quite intelligible to a European gentleman. Thus he tried to

demonstrate to Colbert the importance of capturing their clientage from the

English.

Because of his lack of knowledge about native customs, however, Frontenac

contradicted the image of the indigenous people as agents. Perhaps to reassure

the minister that he remembered the warnings about the danger of the Five

Nations, Frontenac claimed that the Iroquois were warlike savages, fickle, and

inconstant, and whose going to war only depended "on a dream that one of

their old women has at night "*'' In this deprecating and misogynistic state-

ment, the count assured Colbert that the Iroquois were ignorant and hostile.
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Disparaging the dreams of old women completed the picture of irrational "sav-

ages" who had a propensity for war without cause. Frontenac showed his unfa-

miliarity with the crucial role of women in the Five Nations, provided an ex-

ample of the negative attitude of some Frenchmen towards native women in

New France, and hinted, but failed to understand, the importance of dreams to

the Iroquois.

In the tribes of the Iroquois League, women determined the fate of captives

and kept an eye on new adoptees. The family of a woman received thirty strings

ofwampum compensation if she were murdered, while a male murder victim

was worth only twenty.*^ The clans were matriUneal, in that the child received a

name belonging to his or her mothers clan.'^ When a clan "chief" died, the clan

mother (a recognized senior woman) consulted other women in that clan of the

same tribe and chose the man who would be successor.^' Also, the dream had a

special significance for the members of the Five Nations. Dreams were respected

and interpreted as wishes of the spirit. ^° An unfavorable dream might mean

disaster in battle, and therefore the clan matron's dream might stop a war party.

Frontenac was apparendy unaware ofideas so alien to his patrilineal world where

the children took the father's last name and social position. While some out-

standing French women of the seventeenth century led batdes, planned mili-

tary campaigns, and served as governors, a strong sexism pervaded many as-

pects of society, especially in the writings of religious orders. Nor were dreams

taken too seriously in Europe. Frontenac, a product of his era, would use an

elderly woman and her dream as an example of primitive superstition.^^ This

characterization was inconsistent with the image of savvy, entrepreneurial

Iroquois, but given the nature of the memoir, Frontenac probably emphasized

the "savagery" of these Amerindians to thrust home his opinion about the need

to contain hostile excursions into French fiir-trapping land.

This lack of understanding of tribal customs and the role ofwomen caused

him to fall into an old trap of criticizing something he did not understand, yet

his failure to grasp some crucial aspects of Iroquoian society did not mean that

the count was completely oblivious.''^ Understanding potential allies and previ-

ous enemies was important in order to secure trade and peace, and Frontenac

was not blinded completely by prejudice. His increasingly informed opinion of

the role of the League in trade relations during this era can be demonstrated

from the pages ofhis 1673 letter to Colbert and his journal recording his voyage

to Lake Ontario. This journal, intended for both public consumption and as a

private record, detailed the long trip through the wilds of New France. ^^ In the

opening, he wrote that breaking off trade would disrupt peace because the
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Iroquois. . . being in a position to dispense with us, and finding greater facility in their

hunting and trade, would more easily resume that inclination they naturally feel for

war, inasmuch as they had an idea that they could undertake it with less risk on the

arrival of a new governor, whom they knew had no troops.'*

These were astute Iroquois taking initiative, cognizant ofeconomic and mili-

tary advantages, and not Amerindians motivated solely by fickleness or threats.

Despite Frontenac's stereotypical analysis of the indigenous people's "natural"

inclination for war, he perceived their active role in trade and politics." The fact

that he had limited troops in New France also shaded the description. Perhaps

Colbert would be more likely to send reinforcements if he thought that the

enemies were warmongers, that Frontenac was vulnerable with few soldiers,

and that the natives did not depend upon the French for trade goods. The tenor

of the letter implied that if the French could capture Iroquoian commerce, war

might be averted. Thus Frontenac hoped to justify his insubordinate establish-

ment of new forts. Self-service was not new for a French colonial governor.

In another section of the journal, Frontenac discussed how he tried to win

the Iroquois League to a partnership in fur, a proposition that could only be

made before the start of the Ilhnois conflict (1680). Forming strong trade bonds

with the Iroquois, and of course profiting personally on the side, would bond

the Five Nations to the French and help pay back the governor's creditors in the

likely event he lost his post.''*The governor noted that the Iroquois spokesman,

Tarontishaty, was "the most skillful and the most experienced" of the leaders of

the Five Nations.'''' Indeed, he paid him a compliment when he called him an

"orator."^* He was quite impressed with the Iroquois delegation. He wrote to

Colbert that

You would have assuredly been surprised, Monseigneur, to see the eloquence, the ad-

dress, and the finesse with which all their deputies spoke to me, and if I had not the

fear oflooking ridiculous before you, 1 would tell you that they behaved to me reminis-

cent of the manners of the Senate of Venice, although their skins and their coverings

were rather different from the clothes of the procurators of St. Mark."

Frontenac opined that Tarontishaty could be persuaded that Iroquois policy

should include trading with the French because it would be a mutually benefi-

cial experience. *°The way Frontenac planned to gain the goodwill of this promi-

nent individual was by courting him with all the attention that would be lav-

ished on a fellow entrepreneur.^' If Frontenac thought the League consisted of
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articulate "savages," as he stated in one portion of his early 1672 letter, then

wooing Tarontishaty would entail some serious talk. The actual 1673 negotia-

tions were quite revealing.

Frontenac discussed the fort's benefits with Tarontishaty in an intelligent

and balanced fashion. The count tried to persuade Tarontishaty to choose his

fort because the post was convenient and the League members would receive

the same good treatment and terms as a French trader.*^ Appreciating Iroquois

trade skills and independence, Frontenac offered an explanation for the pos-

sible disparity of price between Albany and Fort Frontenac, observing that be-

cause of the great distances involved in transporting trade goods to the isolated

fort, prices might seem a little higher in comparison.®^

In turn, Frontenac recorded how the indigenous spokesman, "in an address

which exhibited nothing barbarous," stated that the League needed to know

precisely how much it could get for pelts and the cost of the trade goods.*"*

Frontenac avoided committing himself to price but also spoke reasonably when

he repUed that until the fort was built and material shipped in, he would not

know the cost of the merchandise.*^ The Iroquois, according to Frontenac, ap-

peared satisfied to come to the fort when it opened and discern the advantages

for themselves.*^ Frontenac's depiction of the Iroquois League was one of care-

ful, thoughtful consumers and merchants who had a voice in how they man-

aged their furs and their alliances. They had a rational policy of creating compe-

tition for their furs by choosing, at times, not to deal with the Dutch at Albany.

Another interesting section of the journal concerns Frontenac's meeting wdth

the "Captain General of all the Five Nations," in whom the count was delighted

to report that he could see "submission and peace. "*^ Many seventeenth-cen-

tury letters used to word "submission" to denote compliance or general agree-

ment, whUe the word "peace" meant not just the opposite of war, but also being

satisfied with oneself and one's situation. The next portion of his sentenc was

striking, however. Having assured his reader that the League was now in gen-

eral agreement and satisfied, the count continued that the captain general "as-

sured him he should ever entertain [peace and submission], though naturally he

might be induced to wage war, and his interests may obviously lead him there."**

Significantly, Frontenac realized that Iroquois interests might require war to

fiilfUl, so all the more reason to obtain their friendship and make them depen-

dent upon trading posts that could compete with the Dutch and English!

In 1674, Frontenac reinforced his observation that the Five Nations con-

sisted of careful consumers and central agents in the fur trade. The governor

informed Colbert that only two things kept the Iroquois trading with the French:
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the general fairness of Frontenac's dealings with them, and the convenience of

fort.®' The count's boasting about his "fairness" aside, he noted that accessibility

won over the indigenous consumer, not threats or manipulation. By 1674, the

count's experience with the Five Nations did not cause him to Uke them, but he

did stop deprecating native customs and society. He had come to respect the

Amerindians as savvy business people who resisted even his best laid plans if

terms were not favorable.

Frontenac's respect for the Five Nations as astute traders only increased with

time. In his 6 November 1678 missive to Colbert, Frontenac informed the min-

ister about the latest trading news and colonial difficulties. He noted that in-

digenous groups were coming in large number to Quebec, but this trade gave

the French little profit as they brought only a few pelts.'" The English gave a

higher price for beaver skins and sold their goods quite inexpensively, thus, the

convenient Albany fort was "a great lure" for Amerindians, who shopped in a

discriminating fashion." Business was so good, claimed Frontenac, that the

English wondered if"they will not completely attract [indigenous peoples] there

and not destroy from there all commerce that we have with [Amerindians].""

Once again, the governor demonstrated discernment concerning native people,

but perhaps such observations explained why Frontenac did not have greater

success in bringing the League into the French trade circle, since the governor

was an old soldier, not a diplomat. Yet instead of calling the League members

"savages" because they were reluctant to trade with the French, the count blamed

French prices, merchandise, and policy against establishing trading posts in ar-

eas convenient to the natives.

Nine years in New France sharpened Frontenac's business sense and his as-

sessment of the Iroquois League. Written during the uneasy early years of the

Illinois conflict, these letters demonstrated that the Iroquois League were vola-

tile potential enemies, people who needed to be handled with care, and yet

acknowledged them as rational individuals. In his correspondence of 1681, the

count openly recognized the Iroquois as autonomous actors. As tensions

mounted, the count's respect for the indigenous trader grew, and even some-

times overshadowed his dislike of dangerous "savages." For example, in a letter

to Louis XIV dated 2 November 1681, Frontenac informed the king about

important events in Canada. He detailed his efforts against the coureurs de bois

(renegade fiir trappers), problems with the English, and relations with the in-

digenous populations. The count noted that the Iroquois League had been

maneuvering trade between Montreal and Albany for some years." He even

wrote the word "entrepot" to describe the Iroquois use ofMontreal.^'' The indig-
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enous people persisted in this endeavor not because they were threatened or

manipulated, but because, as noted in an earlier letter, they discerned that

the English rate the Beaver. . . one third higher than it is rated [in New France]. . . and

they pay ordinarily in piastres, without making a distinction about who brought it, and

when merchandise is preferred, they furnish it at a lower rate by half than do our

merchants.'^

Military alliance also played a part in the Iroquoian penchant for English

trade, because Frontenac continued to note that the Iroquois favored the En-

glish with permission to cross their lands.'* The Five Nations seemed to ap-

prove warring against the French on the side of the EngUsh, thus making them

a dangerous and cunning ally.

A year later, in 1682, Frontenac wrote an angry letter concerning the Iroquois

to the intendant, Jacques DuChesncau.The purpose of the missive was to ac-

quaint the intendant with the count's preparation for the possibility of a League

uprising against the Illinois. Refraining from discussing trade, Frontenac stated

that the indigenous people were "insolent" and possessed great "arrogance" be-

cause they insisted that the king's representative in New France, the governor,

come to their land for a peace talk, rather than the meeting place at Fort

Frontenac.''' From the Iroquois point ofview, such a demand was not unreason-

able, since earlier they met the count near the fort.

To Frontenac, however, such a request was an affront to the dignity of his

office, and it was not urilike the insults he had received from his intendant.

Frontenac confessed that he would not come to this peace talk, not because the

action was beneath his dignity, but because it would "give them reason to be-

lieve that we fear them dreadfully, and that it is in their power to dictate the law

to us."'* A complex nobleman of the seventeenth century, Frontenac was alert

to any potential deprecation of his lofty station, and he was certainly not going

to go begging after the Iroquois. However, he was frustrated that the Five Na-

tions often actively dictated terms. Such a meeting might have proven benefi-

cial to both sides, but Frontenac could not bow to anyone but his superiors, the

king and (usually) Colbert. In this instance, the count used strong language

against both the League, whom he accused of an affront, and the intendant.

Frontenac answered the speech of the "deputy" of the Five Nations on 12

September 1682. Optimistic that war could be averted, the governor paternal-

istically threatened the Iroquois and asked them "not to undertake anything

without considering well all the inconveniences and evil consequences that may
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follow on the one side and on the other."" Frontenac was not in a military

position to carry out his threats of war and punishment, so his only hope to

avert war between the Iroquois and Illinois was diplomacy. The count's words

suggested his opinion of the Iroquois mind. His association with the indig-

enous people had shown him their intellect and their ability to evaluate situa-

tions. Frontenac would not have asked them to look at the Illinois side of the

argument, to put themselves in the other person's place, had he believed they

were witless "savages." If that were the case, the governor would have appealed

to Iroquoian suffering and loss alone. Instead, he asked that they consider their

options as well as the plight of their neighbors. He knew that the welfare of the

French and his job depended upon peaceful solutions to problems with natives.

Always prepared to hedge his bets, Frontenac left an interesting memoir con-

cerning the state of Amerindian affairs before his recall to France. His purpose

was to highlight his own usefulness in Canada and to blunt the edge of minis-

terial criticism. His recall did not include the possibility of a prison sentence,

and despite Iroquoian reluctance to join Frontenac 's fiir trading ventures, the

count left New France fairly wealthy. His recall did not embitter him about the

League; instead, his correspondence demonstrated a mature and informed opin-

ion about the natives.

The letter opened with the governor's summation of the Iroquois perched

on the brink ofwar against the French-allied Illinois. He stated: "This nation,

moreover very warlike, also aims at the subjugation of all the others, and at

making itself feared by them, so that there is no difficulty in persuading it to go

to war and to avenge itself when it has any cause thereof "'°° This portrayal

contained conflicting ideas. One can appreciate that Frontenac wanted Colbert

to understand that without adequate troops he could do little to avert a war

between two peoples with such great a sense of honor. He depicted the Iroquois

League as a deadly enemy and yet ambitious in a fashion that a European sol-

dier understood. He mentioned that the Five Nations, in response to French

friendship to the Illinois, refused to trade beaver pelts for French goods, a form

of early day economic sanction. '°' His tenure of office caused him to see the

agency of the Iroquois, to appreciate (if dislike) their business sense, and to

emphasize their warlike features as peace moved into conflict.

Count Frontenac did not necessarily like the Iroquois, but his descriptions

of their behavior indicated that he placed them within a spectrum of behavior

very intelligible to Europeans. Indeed, as a principal player in the fiir trade and

French colonial politics, he provided an interesting look at the activity of the

Iroquois. Before 1680 the governor characterized the Iroquois as intelligent
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potential allies. After this date his writings showed them as ominous enemies

who were to be respected for their power and entrepreneurial skills, a difference

no doubt created by impending war. For their part, the Iroquois discerned no

advantage to trading with the French because the cost of French merchandise

was higher than English goods. Thus they went about forming their own com-

merce with the Dutch and English. Yet instead of lashing out verbally at the

natives for his lack of trading success with them, Frontenac continued to ad-

mire their savvy and to look for ways to obtain their pelts. His deprecating

statements were the result of misunderstanding, a need to make the urgency of

military help felt in France, and from the wounded ego of a seventeenth-cen-

tury French count coming to terms with the realities of the New World.
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